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 .Introduction 1 .

This Design Guide has been produced in order to standardize the method, design and 
implementation of FTTx based IBDN system in multi tenant’s multi story apartment blocks   .

  IBDN Overview. 2 .

This design guide covers the three major parts of the IBDN. The following is a brief 
description of these parts:  

 .2.1 -Basement Cable Termination  

The point where the lead-in cable and the cables to the apartments will be terminated. This 
point will also house the passive splitters   .

  .2.2-Apartment Cable Termination  

The point where the optical fiber cables and the In-Apartment copper cables will be 
terminated. This point will also house the Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) 

 .2.3-Vertical / Horizontal Cabling  

The vertical / horizontal cabling is the portion of the IBDN cabling system, which links the 
Apartment Cable Termination to the Basement Cable Termination    .

Basement Cable Termination. 3 .

The cross-connect hardware, to terminate the lead-in cable and the cables to the 
apartments at the basement, depend on the number of cables to be terminated.

The following are the hardware required:

NotesItemReferenc
e

Floor or Wall mounts depending on the 
number of cables to be terminated.

19 inch, Rack Assembly4.1

 shelf can take 12 connector modules19 inch, Manager Shelf4.2
1 module for each 12 fiberSC, 12 Fiber, Connector Module4.3

1 connector for each Single mode fiberSC, Single mode, Connector4.4

The rack will also house the passive splitters to be provided by Batelco. A 1U splitter shelf is 
required for each 25 apartments. This should be considered in the Rack space planning   .

  .Apartment Cable Termination 4 .

The Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) will be installed at this point in the apartment. A 
termination Box only shall be provided with two SC/PC Connectors to terminate the 2 fibers 
allocated for each apartment of the vertical / horizontal fiber cable. The termination box 

shall be compact and should fit in a Standard Electrical resist plastic box  .



The In-Apartment copper cabling shall be terminated at this point also to enable the 
patching of the required services to the designated telecommunication point in the 

Apartment   .

The area where the CPE will be installed need to be air conditioned and a 13 Amp Socket 
should be provided for power supply   .

Vertical / Horizontal Cabling 5  .

A minimum of 2 fiber core cables shall be provided per Apartment to meet todays and future
requirements and cover for the maintenance requirements   .

The vertical / horizontal cabling shall be based on a cost effective system that enable the 
extension of the fibers from the basement cable termination to each apartment cable 
termination direct without or with minimal splices in between to minimise the optical losses 

and improve the reliability   .

The fibers used shall be in compliance with ITU standard G.657  .

The minimum bending radius of the conduit or tray should be based on the on the minimum 
bending radius of the cable. The maximum pulling tension shall be respected   .

Electromagnetic Interference ( EMI Protection).    .  6.

Copper cables, especially those used for high-speed data systems; need to be protected 
from EMI sources by adequate spacing. The minimum recommended separation between 
the various EMI sources and copper cables are as follows:

Minimum Separation DistanceConditions
>(5 Kava) (2-5 kava) <( 2 kava) 

610mm305mm127mmUnshielded power lines or electrical equipment in 
proximity to open or nonmetal pathway

305mm152mm64mmUnshielded power lines or electrical equipment in 
proximity to a grounded metal conduit pathway

152mm76mm-Power lines enclosed in a grounded metal conduit 
(or equivalent shielding) in proximity to a 
grounded metal conduit pathway

305mmFluorescent lighting

Grounded metal conduit or trays provide adequate protection from electrical noise sources. 
Accordingly all metal trays shall be grounded. Open or non-metal trays (plastic) should be 

placed with sufficient separation from noise sources   .

 .7 .Administration & Labeling  

Each component of the telecommunication infrastructure should be labeled linking the 
component to its corresponding record. The Rack, Shelf shall be labeled with its number or 
letter as appropriate. All cables shall be labeled with it unique identifier at both ends. All 



labels should be easily readable and resistant to environment condition and be printed by a 
mechanical devise.

Types of Premises in Bahrain

Small Building                          
Medium Rise Building                
High Rise Building   

Prysmian Material References:























 



   


